In the large coupling regime of the 5-dimensional Einstein-Maxwell-Chern-Simons theory, charged and rotating cohomogeneity-1 black holes form sequences of extremal and non-extremal radially excited configurations. These asymptotically global Anti-de Sitter (AdS 5 ) black holes form a discrete set of solutions, characterised by the vanishing of the total angular momenta, or the horizon angular velocity. However, the solutions are not static. In this paper, we study the branch structure that contains these excited states, and its relation with the static Reissner-Nordström-AdS black hole. Thermodynamic properties of these solutions are considered, revealing that the branches with lower excitation number can become thermodynamically unstable beyond certain critical solutions that depend on the free parameters of the configuration.
Introduction
Asymptotically Anti-de Sitter (AdS) black holes have gained a lot of interest since the AdS/Conformal Field Theory (CFT) correspondence was proposed [1, 2] . The correspondence suggests that fields propagating in asymptotically AdS D spaces would correspond to fields propagating in a (D − 1) CFT theory in the AdS boundary. The analysis of black holes in theories with negative cosmological constant could be used as a tool to describe non-perturbative states of the corresponding CFT theory. Of special interest are black holes in D = 5 dimensions, since their AdS conformal boundary is a 4-dimensional space-time.
Many studies on asymptotically AdS 5 black holes can be found in the literature. The generalization of the Kerr black holes to an asymptotically AdS 5 solution was done in [3] , which we will refer to as Myers-Perry-AdS (MP-AdS) black hole. This solution possesses two independent angular momenta and an event horizon of spherical topology. On the other hand, we have the generalization of the Reissner-Nordström black hole to an asymptotically AdS 5 solution, which has been studied in [4] [5] [6] . We will refer to this black hole as the Reissner-Nordström-AdS (RN-AdS) black hole, and it is a static solution of the Einstein-Maxwell (EM) theory. It has been recently found that in odd dimensions the RN-AdS black hole is not the only static solution the theory allows with a non-trivial U(1) gauge field, and, for instance, EM theory also contains purely magnetic static AdS black holes and solitons [7] .
It is interesting to note that the rotating generalization of the RN-AdS black hole (i.e., the AdS 5 equivalent of the Kerr-Newmann black hole) is not known analytically, and has been investigated numerically for equal magnitude angular momenta in the non-extremal [8] and extremal cases [9] . In addition, asymptotically AdS black holes in D > 4 can have an event horizon topology different from spherical, e.g., black ring solutions [10] .
Nevertheless, there are examples of analytical solutions of AdS black holes with rotation and electrically charged, the first found by Cvetic, Lu and Pope [11] (CLP black hole). This black hole is a solution of the Einstein-Maxwell-Chern-Simons (EMCS) theory with negative cosmological constant, in the particular case in which the Chern-Simons (CS) coupling is fixed to λ = λ SG = 1. This theory describes the bosonic sector of the 5-dimensional minimally gauged supergravity (SUGRA). The black hole possesses equal-magnitude angular momenta, electric charge, and the event horizon has spherical topology. In the extremal limit, it is known that the solution contains a subset of black holes that preserve a fraction of supersymmetry [12] . In addition, the CLP black hole has been generalized to the case of unequal angular momenta, and to solutions of a more general SUGRA with additional field content [13] [14] [15] [16] and asymptotic behavior [17] . The thermodynamic properties of the CLP black hole with unequal angular momenta were studied in [18] .
By making use of numerical techniques, it was recently found that the CLP black hole can be generalized to non-SUGRA EMCS theories with a generic CS coupling [9] . Similar configurations were studied using a perturbative approach [19] . These black holes are similar to the CLP solution, in the sense that they possess equal-magnitude angular momenta and spherical topology of the event horizon. However, the branch structure of the solutions as well as several properties of the black holes depend on the value of the CS coupling. In particular, the study of the properties of the black holes with CS coupling between λ = 0 and λ = 2λ SG realized in [9] showed that new features arise when the CS coupling is small enough. For example, there are two disconnected branches of extremal black holes, meaning that the extremal RN-AdS solution cannot be continuously connected with the extremal MP-AdS black hole. However, for intermediate values of the coupling, the connection between both branches is restablished, resulting in sets of solutions with properties that can be approximated (qualitatively) by the properties of the CPL black hole.
The case for large CS coupling was considered before in the asymptotically flat case, where it was shown that when λ > 2λ SG , a complicated branch structure of solutions surrounding the static black hole exists [20, 21] . The case for large CS coupling with the AdS 5 asymptotics was briefly introduced in [9] too, where it was mentioned that similar features to the asymptotically flat case can also be found. It is the purpose of this paper to study in a systematic way the space of solutions in the large CS coupling regime with the AdS 5 asymptotics, a study, which, to the best of our knowledge, has not been done before. We will show that, even though the asymptotics are different, most of the qualitative features from the asymptotically flat configurations are still present after the introduction of a negative cosmological constant. For instance, when λ > 2λ SG , once again, new features of the theory arise. For example, we will see that such black holes possess non-uniqueness with respect global and horizon quantities, and contains sequences of extremal radially excited non-static black holes with vanishing total angular momentum or angular velocity. Hence, these new solutions share many properties with the asymptotically flat ones, but the new asymptotic behaviour makes them of interest in the context of the AdS/CFT correspondence.
We will consider also the relation of these new excited AdS extremal black holes with the non extremal RN-AdS solution. For instance, we will see that the extremal RN-AdS solution becomes isolated from the rest of extremal rotating and charged black holes. Similarly to what happens in the small CS coupling regime, the extremal MP-AdS black hole cannot be continuosly connected with the extremal RN-AdS configuration [9] . However, instead of two disconnected branches, here one finds infinitely many branches between the MP-AdS and the RN-AdS black holes. Inside these branches, two sets of non-static radially excited configurations (one with vanishing total angular momentum, and the other one with vanishing angular velocity) are found, characterised by an integer excitation number. They can be continuously connected with the non-extremal RN-AdS black hole if their temperature is increased beyond some critical point. These new features are not found when λ < 2λ SG , and, in particular, they are not present in the CPL solution. Since we lack the knowledge of an analytical solution describing these black holes, we use numerical techniques to generate them and analyze their charges.
In Section 2, we describe the general framework, Ansatz, charges and parameters characterizing these black holes. In Section 3, we present the numerical results and study the branch structure of the solutions, and properties of the different classes of radially excited black holes. In Section 4, we finish with conclusions and an outlook.
Let us start by reviewing briefly the theory and describing the Ansatz we use to study these configurations.
AdS 5 Black Holes in Einstein-Maxwell-Chern-Simons Theory

The Theory
The action of the Einstein-Maxwell-Chern-Simons theory in five dimensions with a negative cosmological constant can be written as
where the determinant of the metric is g and R is the curvature scalar. The theory contains a U(1) gauge potential, A, with the field strength tensor defined as This action is a generalization of the minimally coupled supergravity action, where we allow for an arbitrary coupling of the Chern-Simons term λ. This arbitrary coupling is not trivial, and the theories are not equivalent. Minimally gauged supergravity is only recovered when λ = λ SG = 1.
From the action, we can derive the field equations of the theory. We have the Einstein equations
and the generalized Maxwell equations
Note that the Chern-Simons term does not modify the definition of the electro-magnetic stress-energy tensor, and hence the Einstein Equations (2) are equivalent to those of pure EM-AdS theory. However, the CS interaction introduces a nonlinear term into the Maxwell Equation (3), where the coupling constant λ can be understood as a parameter controlling the strength of the nonlinearity. As noted before, in this paper, we are interested in the large λ case, with λ > 2 always.
Ansatz, Asymptotics and Charges
The black holes we study are directly related to the 5D generalization of the Kerr-Newmann-AdS black hole, and they satisfy similar requirements. First, we want the space-time to be stationary and axi-symmetric. Hence, we can define an asymptotically time-like vector field ξ = ∂ t , together with two periodic space-like vector fields η (k) = ∂ ϕ (k) , where (k) = 1, 2. We will limit ourselves to topologically spherical event horizons. Additionally, we are interested in cohomogeneity-1 black holes, with both angular momenta of equal magnitude (note the isometry group of the space-time is R × U(2)).
By choosing coordinates t, r, θ, ϕ 1 and ϕ 2 adapted to these symmetries, we can parametrize the black holes with the following Ansatz for the metric:
and for the gauge field:
where
Because of the asymptotical AdS 5 structure of the space-time, it is convenient to choose the metric functions to satisfy these relations
The main advantage of the cohomogeneity-1 symmetry is that all the ignorance we have of the solutions is parametrized by the unknown functions f (r), m(r), n(r) and ω(r) for the metric, and a 0 (r) and a ϕ (r) for the gauge field. These functions only depend on the radial coordinate, and hence the field equations reduce to a system of nonlinear ordinary differential equations.
This radial coordinate is a quasi-isotropic coordinate, and we will consider solutions only in the domain r ∈ [r H , ∞), where r = r H is the exterior event horizon. Surfaces of constant t, r are squashed S 3 hypersurfaces.
As r→∞, the metric approaches AdS 5 and the functions become f (∞) = 1, m(∞) = 1, n(∞) = 1 and ω(∞) = 0. A series expansion reveals that the next-to-leading terms of the Ansatz functions behave like:
The constants J, Q, α, β, and µ describing the asymptotic behavior are related to the global charges of the black holes.
In G 5 = 1 units, the electric charge and the angular momentum of the black hole are
The parameters α and β are related to the total mass M of the black hole. We calculate the mass using the Ashtekar-Magnon-Das conformal mass definition [22, 23] , obtaining
Note that this definition of the mass ignores the Casimir contribution to the total mass, M 0 = 3π 32 L 2 , as defined in [24] . Since we will always compare configurations with a fixed AdS length, this term will just be a constant shift in the values of the mass.
Finally, from the magnetic part of the gauge field, we can calculate the parameter
which is the magnetic moment of the black hole. At the event horizon, r = r H , the Ansatz (4) satisfies the Killing horizon conditions, which implies f (r H ) = 0 in the non-extremal case. A series expansion around the horizon reveals the following behavior in the case of non-degenerate horizons:
These constants f 2 , m 2 , n 2 , Ω H , V 0 , V ϕ , a 0,2 and a ϕ,2 are not free, but they are related to the mass, angular momentum and electric charge in a non-trivial way. The parameter Ω H is the angular velocity of the event horizon.
Extremal black holes with a degenerate horizon satisfy the conditions r H = 0 and ∂ r f (r H ) = 0. These two conditions result in a different behavior of the functions near the horizon with respect to the non-extremal case. The next-to-leading terms now contain non-integer exponents:
The regularity of the extremal solution implies that these exponents satisfy v 0 > 4, v 1 > 2, v 2 > 2 and v 3 > 2 together with 3v 0 − 2v 1 − v 2 = 6. These exponents are not free, they depend implicitly on the parameters of the extremal black holes, e.g., on J, Q and L.
To study the horizon properties, we define several quantities. For example, the angular momentum stored behind the horizon can be calculated using the Komar integral
where ω 2 = lim r→r H ω . We also define the mass of the horizon using the standard Komar integral (note this integral diverges when evaluated at the AdS 5 boundary, which forces us to use the previous definition of the total mass in order to get a regular result)
The size of the horizon can be calculated by measuring its area, which is
Another quantity useful to characterize degenerate black holes is the surface gravity at the horizon:
Note that this quantity vanishes in the extremal case. According to black hole thermodynamics, we define the entropy of the black hole as S = 1 4 A H , and the surface temperature as T = 1 2π κ. Finally, let us note here that combining Equations (14) with (15) and (16), one can see that the horizon mass of these black holes satisfy the following relation
In the extremal case, it implies the proportionality of the horizon mass with respect to the horizon angular momentum:
Expression (17) resembles the Smarr formula, but instead of the total mass and the total angular momentum, it is written in terms of the horizon mass and the horizon angular momentum, and it does not depend on the electric charge of the configuration. In the case of the global charges, such a simple expression of the Smarr formula is not available: apart from the introduction of a term with the electric charge, the AdS asymptotics of these solutions require the introduction of an additional pressure-volume term related with the cosmological constant, as it has been shown in [25] [26] [27] [28] .
Excited Black Holes
By combining the black hole Ansatz we described above, with the field Equations (2) and (3), the problem of obtaining the black hole solutions can be reduced to solving a system of ordinary differential equations. This minimal system of ordinary differential equations has been presented previously in [9] and we will not repeat it here.
The solutions are then generated numerically. They extend from the outer event horizon up to the AdS 5 boundary, and satisfy the boundary conditions and series expansions we just presented at those two extremes. The numerical solver we use to integrate the system of differential equations implements a collocation method for boundary-value ordinary differential equations (COLSYS), and is equipped with an adaptive mesh selection procedure [29, 30] . The typical size of the mesh is around 10 3 -10 4 points, and the solutions have a relative accuracy of 10 −8 -10 −10 , which we test by evaluating several constraints from the field equations, conserved charges and relations at the boundaries, such as the relation (17) . Note this procedure has been successfully used before to study other regimes of the EMCS-AdS theory [9] .
Branch Structure of the T = 0 Black Holes for λ > 2
For the study of the extremal black holes, it can be useful to compare the global results from the numerics with the near-horizon formalism, which allows for obtaining semianalytical results for the properties of the horizon [31] [32] [33] [34] . These solutions have been studied previously in [9, 20, 21] , and we shall briefly mention here how to construct them. The near-horizon region of the cohomogeneity-1 black holes we are considering present an enhanced isometry group with respect to the full global solutions, essentially given by the product of AdS 2 with a squashed sphere S 3 [34] . Hence, the metric and the gauge field can be parametrized in a simple way in terms of some indeterminate constants:
With this Ansatz, it is possible to reduce the field Equations (2) and (3) to a set of algebraic relations for these constants, and obtain a relation between the area, the angular momentum and the electric charge. For the specific expression of these relations, we refer the reader to [9] .
Let us now continue by presenting the numerical results for extremal black holes. In the following, we will focus the analysis on the case λ = 5. We will also fix the electric charge of these black holes to Q = −2.72 and the AdS 5 length to L = 10. However, similar features are found for other arbitrary values of these constants, provided that λ > 2.
In Figure 1a , we present the area of the event horizon A H versus the total angular momentum J. In this figure, we have included for reference the set of near-horizon solutions as a thick green line. The set of global black hole solutions is depicted as a red line, and it is easy to see that these two sets do not always match.
Since we are exploring black holes with fixed Q, the extremal MP-AdS solution would be recovered at large values of the angular momentum J, for which these configurations are negligibly charged. Decreasing the value of the angular momentum generates a full branch of solutions we call the extremal Myers-Perry (MP) branch, since it connects asymptotically with the extremal MP solution. This set extends from |J| = ∞ down to some critical value of |J c | (in Figure 1a , this is |J c | = 0.38). At this critical point, the black hole has zero area and the geometry of the horizon changes from AdS 2 × S 3 to AdS 3 × S 2 . This type of zero-area configuration is common in the EMCS theories, and, in particular, it is present in the CPL black hole [9] . C [1, 2] C [1, 2] C [3, 4] C [3, 4] C nh C nh n=1, 2, 3, ...
Near-horizon solutions
(a) [1, 2] , B * [1, 2] ) (B [1, 2] , B * [1, 2] ) (B [2, 3] , B * [2, 3] ) (B [2, 3] , B * [2, 3] ) C [1, 2] C [1, 2] C [3, 4] C [3, 4] The extremal MP branch is shown in Figure 1a as a dashed red line. Note that, along this branch, the area increases almost linearly with |J|. In addition, it is important to note that the near-horizon solutions have a one-to-one correspondence with the global configurations along this branch.
For lower values of J < |J c |, the situation is more complicated. The near horizon formalism predicts that the extremal RN solution (marked with a black star) can be connected with a non-static J = 0 solution of a smaller area. Both solutions are connected through a cusp C nh solution, which possesses a local maximum of the area and |J|.
However, global black hole solutions exhibit a different behavior. This branch is displayed in Figure 1a as a solid red line. The angular momentum can be decreased to zero, but, at this point, we reach a non-static J = 0 configuration (marked with a black dot, corresponding to n = 1). The new branch however doesn't stop here. Instead, the angular momentum can be increased again up to a maximum value of |J| and A H at a configuration, we denote as cusp C [1, 2] for reasons we will discuss in the following.
Just by inspecting Figure 1a , we could be tempted to think that those are all the global black holes present in the theory. However, this not true. At the cusp C [1, 2] , another branch of black holes emerges, for which the values of |J| can be decreased again to zero, reaching a different J = 0 non-static solution (n = 2). The branch eventually disappears at a branching point B * [1, 2] . As a matter of fact, this is just the tip of the iceberg, since this complicated branch structure repeats an infinite number of times, a feature that can only be appreciated in the global quantities.
Before continuing with the description of the global quantities, let us note that, from Figure 1a , we can learn two very interesting facts. First, similar to what was found in [20, 21] , for the asymptotically flat case, not all near-horizon solutions correspond to global black holes. For example, note that the cusp solution C nh and the branch of near-horizon solutions connecting with the RN-AdS black hole has no global counterpart. Second, and, as a result of the previous observation, the extremal Reissner-Nordström-AdS black hole is in fact isolated from the rotating and charged extremal black holes, in the sense that it cannot be reached by just decreasing the angular momentum of a rotating and charged extremal configuration. However, it can be connected with rotating and charged configurations only if one allows for T = 0 black holes (i.e., relaxing the extremality condition). We will come back to this point in the next sections.
In Figure 1b , we present the mass M versus the angular momentum. Note that we are not including the Casimir term into the mass. Again, we can see as a dashed red line the extremal MP branch, which extends from large |J| down to the critical value of |J c | = 0.38, where the mass exhibits a local minimum (but does not vanish).
At the other side of the critical value, we find the infinite branch structure, which, in Figure 1b is displayed as solid lines of different colors. Each color matches a different n number. The n = 1 branch is in red and starts at |J c | = 0.38. As the angular momentum decreases along this branch, we reach the n = 1 non-static J = 0 black hole (red dot). The branch continues with increasing |J| up to the cusp C [1, 2] . At the cusp C [1, 2] , the n = 2 branch appears, and it includes the n = 2 non-static J = 0 black hole (blue dot). Note the mass of this n = 2 branch is larger than the mass of the n = 1 branch. The branch disappears at the branching point (B [1, 2] , B * [1, 2] ). On this branching point, there are two different configurations: the black hole B [1, 2] , which belongs to branch n = 1 (red line), and the black hole B * [1, 2] , which belongs to branch n = 2 (blue line). These two black holes have the same set of charges Q, J and M. However, if we go back to Figure 1a , we can see that in fact they have very different horizon properties: the black holes B [1, 2] have a larger area than the black holes B * [1, 2] . In conclusion, we have non-uniqueness between global charges for these extremal black holes: these two black holes have the same mass, but they possess different near horizon geometry and can be distinguished, for example, by their different area.
In Figure 1b , we can appreciate that, along branch n = 2, another branching point (B [2, 3] , B * [2,3] ) appears. Here, the n = 3 branch (orange line) is generated. This branch has similar features to the previous branches: it has a non-static J = 0 solution (n = 3, orange dot), and goes up to the cusp C [3, 4] . At this cusp, we find the n = 4 branch (green line), which also has a non-static J = 0 solution and new branching points. The structure repeats an infinite number of times. The mass of the branch structure becomes closer and closer to the static mass (marked in Figure 1b with a black star) .
The mass is not the only property that can be used to distinguish between different branches. In Figure 2a , we present the horizon angular velocity Ω H versus the angular momentum J. We follow the same notation as in Figure 1b . (B [1, 2] , B * [1, 2] ) C [1, 2] C [1, 2] C [3, 4] C [3, 4] C [1, 2] C [3, 4] C [3, 4] C [5, 6] C [5, 6] (B [1, 2] , B (B [3, 4] , B * [3, 4] ) (B [3, 4] , B * [3, 4] ) (B [4 ,5 ] , B * [4 ,5 ] ) (B [4 ,5 ] , B Interestingly, in Figure 2a , we can see that, at the critical solution |J c | of the vanishing area, the angular velocity jumps from Ω H to −Ω H . We can also see how the non-static J = 0 solutions are, in fact, not static, since they have a non-zero angular velocity. Similarly, every branch contains non-static Ω H = 0 solutions, with non-zero angular momentum.
Finally, in Figure 2b , we present the magnetic moment µ versus the angular momentum. In this figure, it is easier to see the branching structure, and, for clarity, we have included only the first six branches: red for n = 1, blue for n = 2, orange for n = 3, green for n = 4, purple for n = 5 and pink for n = 6. At the center of the figure, we find the static black hole (black star) with null magnetic moment. The branch structure is very reminiscent of a demagnetization loop for a ferromagnetic material, with the magnetic moment and the angular momentum playing the roles of the induced magnetic flux and the magnetizing force, respectively. Ferromagnetic-like behavior of black holes are known in other contexts, like in dyonic black holes [35] .
From Figure 2b , we can infer that the branch structure follows these rules:
• The n = 2j + 1 branch (with j ∈ Z) connects with the 2j + 2 branch via a single solution, the cusp
• Every branch of number n contains a branching point (B [n,n+1] , B * [n,n+1] ) at some J = 0. At these points, there is non-uniqueness with respect to the global quantities (Q, M, J) of extremal black holes, but the solutions can be distinguished by their horizon properties. This means it is possible to jump from branch n to n + 1 through a branching point keeping all global quantities continuous, but this requires a jump of the entropy ∆S < 0.
• Each branch of number n ≥ 1 contains one non-static J = 0 solution, which can be labeled by the number n of the branch.
• Similarly, each branch of number n > 1 also contains one non-static Ω H = 0 solution, which can also be labeled with the n number.
The integer numbers of the non-static J = 0 and Ω H = 0 configurations possess a physical meaning. In Figure 3a , we display the profiles for the function a ϕ , and, in Figure 3b , the invariant F 2 . With solid lines, we show the non-static J = 0 black holes, and with dashed lines the non-static Ω H = 0 black holes for n = 1, ..., 6. In these figures, we can see how the integer number n is related with the structure of the radial profile in the Ansatz functions. We observe that the n number counts the number of nodes of the magnetic part of the gauge field a ϕ as function of the quasi-isotropic radial coordinate r. The same holds for the inertial dragging ω (since the CS interaction is essentially coupling the magnetic part of the gauge field with the inertial dragging). (a) This node structure manifests itself at the level of electro-magnetic invariants, like F 2 shown in Figure 3b . Hence, the set of J = 0 configurations can be understood as black holes with a radially excited magnetic field. The mass and magnetic moment of these solutions do not vanish, they are discrete functions of the excitation number n. The lowest excitation, n = 1 with only one node in the radial profile, possesses the lowest mass (energy) and the largest magnetic moment. Increasing the excitation number increases the number of oscillations, which increases the mass of the black hole and decreases the magnetic moment. As n → ∞, the oscillatory behavior of the magnetic part becomes damped, and the extremal RN-AdS solution is recovered.
As a final note in this section, we would like to point out that the properties of these configurations we have described here are very similar to the ones found in [20, 21] for asymptotically flat black holes. The branch structure of the extremal black holes in the large CS coupling is qualitatively unchanged by the introduction of the cosmological constant and the AdS asymptotics. Hence, radially excited solutions exist also with the AdS asymptotics. This makes these excited configurations potentially more interesting in the context of the AdS/CFT correspondence. In this sense, it is worth mentioning that these radially excited configurations (found for fixed values of Q and J = 0), differ on the stress-energy tensor at the AdS boundary (since they possess different values for example of the total mass), but all of them possess the same value of the area (entropy), with a fixed near-horizon geometry that depends only on Q. For instance, in Figure 3 , we can see how the near-horizon region of the non-static J = 0 black holes is pushed away from the AdS boundary when the excitation number is increased. On the other hand, we have seen that the opposite situation is also possible: at the branching points, we can find pairs of solutions with the same properties at the AdS boundary (same electric charge, angular momentum, total mass...). However, these two solutions have different values of the entropy, given that each of them possesses a different near-horizon geometry.
Thus far, we have described the properties of extremal black holes. In the next section, we will focus on these sets of excited non-static black holes, and we will study the effect of the temperature on them.
Thermodynamic Properties of the Non-Extremal Excited Black Holes
Non-Static J = 0 Black Holes
In this section, we will discuss some thermodynamic properties of the non-static J = 0 black holes and their relation with the static black hole. In particular, we are interested in the thermodynamic stability of these excited configurations. Since their total angular momentum vanishes, it seems natural to ask what is the difference with respect to the Reissner-Nordström-AdS black hole.
A canonical ensemble is characterized by the temperature of the black holes T, electric charge Q, and angular momentum J. In this ensemble, the stability with respect to variations of the thermodynamic variables of the black hole can be performed by studying the entropy as a function of the charges. A criterion for stability is that the entropy has to be a concave function of the corresponding extensive thermodynamical parameters. In the case of the canonical ensemble, the local stability condition implies that the specific heat has to be positive [36, 37] . The specific heat of a canonical ensemble can be calculated by taking variations of the entropy with respect to the temperature for constant Q and J:
However, to ensure global thermodynamic stability, the positivity of the specific heat is not enough, and one has to require that the moment of inertia
is not negative. Note that, in D > 4, the moment of inertia is a tensorial quantity: ε ij = ∂J i ∂Ω Hj | T,Q , and the stability condition translates into the positivity of the eigenvalues of this tensor. However, in our particular case, both angular momenta are equal in magnitude and we can just consider the quantity ε = ∂J ∂Ω H | T,Q . In the following discussion, we will focus on the local stability of canonical ensembles, but we will comment on the issue of the global stability at the end of this section.
The stability of the Reissner-Nordström-AdS black hole has been well studied in the literature [4] . In Einstein-Maxwell-Chern-Simons theory, the Reissner-Nordström-AdS black hole is always a possible static solution of the system, which is described by two free parameters, the temperature T and the electric charge Q. It is well known that, when considering a set of solutions with constant electric charge different phase transitions are found, with regions where the thermodynamic stability changes (i.e., the sign of the specific heat C p changes) [4, 36, 37] .
Essentially, a canonical ensemble of Reissner-Nordström-AdS black holes, with a fixed value of Q, possesses three branches. The first branch is composed of small black holes, for which C p > 0 and the area and mass are typically small. This branch ends at some finite temperature T a where C p changes sign, having at this temperature a critical solution that delimits stable and unstable configurations. The second branch is composed of thermodynamically unstable black holes and exists between T a and T b < T a , with larger values of the area than the small black hole branch. The third branch, with thermodynamically stable black holes, is found for T > T b and large values of the area and the mass. This is the branch of large stable black holes.
In Figure 4 , we show the entropy versus the temperature for the canonical ensemble of Reissner-Nordström-AdS black holes with Q = −2.72 and L = 10. In the figure, we can see the branch of small black holes (solid black line) with thermodynamic stability. This branch ends at T a = 0.09 (black dot). At this point, the branch of unstable black holes emerges with increasing entropy as the temperature decreases (dashed black line). The branch ends at T b = 0.047, and the third branch of large black holes appears for larger values of the area, which, for simplicity, is not shown in this figure. Note that the Reissner-Nordström-AdS set is the same in Figure 4a for λ = 5 and Figure 4b for λ = 10, since the static solutions are not affected by the CS term. The non-static excited solutions are found for a fixed value of Q, and all of them have vanishing angular momentum. It is possible to increase the temperature of these solutions, moving them away from extremality. The resulting set of solutions will form a canonical ensemble, characterized by J = 0, a fixed value of Q, and fixed excitation number n.
We can ask ourselves how is the stability of these excited canonical ensembles. Consider the first excitation (n = 1) of non-static J = 0 black holes. In Figure 4a , we show such an excited canonical ensemble (λ = 5, Q = −2.72, L = 10, J = 0, n = 1) as a solid red line. Starting at the extremal configuration in T = 0, we see that, as the temperature rises, the entropy of the ensemble increases, meaning that this part of the branch is stable. In particular, the extremal n = 1 excited black hole is thermodynamically stable. This branch ends at a critical configuration with temperature T = 0.107 (red dot) where the stability changes. Here, a secondary branch of unstable excited black holes emerges (dashed red line). This behavior is similar to what happens in the static ensemble around T a . However, the unstable n = 1 branch does not exist for arbitrary values of S, eventually merging with the unstable static branch (red star) around T = 0.0774. This is the end point of the non-static J = 0, n = 1 canonical ensemble. Note the merging of the n = 1 ensemble and the static ensemble happens at a thermodynamically unstable configuration.
Nevertheless, higher excitations can exhibit a somewhat different behavior. Consider in Figure 4a , at T = 0, the non-static J = 0 extremal black hole with n = 2. If we increase the temperature, we generate another canonical ensemble (blue line). This ensemble always has entropy increasing with the temperature; therefore, this set is thermodynamically stable. Eventually, the branch merges with the static ensemble, which happens on the branch of static small black holes, which is also thermodynamically stable.
In Figure 4a , we also include n = 3 (orange) and n = 4 (green), both showing the same features as n = 2. For these specific values of the Chern-Simons coupling and the electric charge, the canonical ensembles of non-static J = 0 black holes with n > 1 are always thermodynamically stable. As their temperature is increased, they eventually merge with the branch of static small black holes (stable). For this value of the Chern-Simons coupling, the canonical ensemble with n = 1 is special, in the sense that it has a subset of unstable black holes, very much like the static ensemble.
However, these features are not generic. The stability of each excited canonical ensemble depends on the value of the Chern-Simons coupling and the electric charge. For instance, consider Figure 4b , where we show such excited canonical ensembles for the same charge as in Figure 4a , but now for λ = 10. Note that the n = 1 still presents a subset of unstable black holes, but now n = 2 and also a small portion of the n = 3 ensembles possess a critical solution with maximum temperature, and unstable branches that merge with the static branch. Even more, the end points of the excited unstable branches depend on the Chern-Simons coupling.
For a fixed value of the electric charge, any excited canonical ensemble of higher n can contain an unstable branch provided that the Chern-Simons coupling is large enough, and, on the contrary, for values of the Chern-Simons coupling closer to λ = 2, all the excited canonical ensembles possess thermodynamic stability.
Another interesting feature we have observed in our results is that all the extremal excited black holes obtained in our work present local thermodynamic stability, independently of the CS coupling, electric charge, and excitation number. Hence, we conjecture that this is a generic feature of these non-static J = 0 solutions.
In Figure 5a ,b, we show the angular velocity Ω H versus the temperature for J = 0 black holes with Q = −2.72 and L = 10, for λ = 5, 10, respectively. The extremal excited black holes have non-vanishing angular velocity (see Figure 2a in the previous section), and their angular velocity decreases with the number n. Concerning the non-extremal solutions, we can see that the angular velocity decreases monotonically with the temperature along the stable branches, but it increases with the temperature along the unstable ones. Note that each ensemble of excited black holes merges at a different temperature with the static ensemble (marked with a colored star).
Another quantity of interest is the horizon angular momentum J H , which we show in Figure 6a ,b versus the temperature for Q = −2.72 and L = 10, and λ = 5, 10, respectively. Surprisingly, the horizon angular momentum along the stable branches does not change much with respect to the value of the extremal solution, and it drops to zero only when the temperature is very close to the critical point where the branch merges with the static ensemble. On the other hand, unstable branches exhibit a very different behavior, with the angular momentum being much more sensitive to the change of temperature.
A similar situation can be observed in Figure 7a ,b, where we plot the magnetic moment µ versus the temperature for the same set of parameters and λ = 5, 10, respectively. It presents a behavior similar to J H , the magnetic moment being almost constant along the stable branches, and only changing when the ensemble of excited black holes approaches the merging point with the static ensemble, or along the unstable branches.
So far in this discussion, we have restricted the analysis to local thermodynamic stability, by looking at the behavior of the heat capacity. However, global thermodynamic stability requires the moment of inertia to be positive ε > 0. The numerical analysis reveals that the sign of ε depends on the charges of the black hole, the branch number, and the CS coupling. For instance, configurations that are locally stable can be globally unstable. We can easily see an example of this situation in the n = 1 non-static extremal J = 0 configuration for λ = 5. As we said, this configuration is locally stable in Figure 4a , since C p > 0. However, the moment of inertia of the n = 1 configuration is negative, as it can be seen in Figure 2a : the slope of the red curve around the n = 1 solution is negative, meaning ε < 0. However, the rest of branches with n > 1 have positive ε, meaning that these excited T = 0 black holes with n > 1 are in fact globally stable. (b) The branch structure presented in Section 3.1 includes another class of excited non-static extremal solutions, in this case with Ω H = 0 and fixed values of the electric charge. From Figure 2a , we can see that the magnitude of the total angular momentum of these configurations decreases with the excitation number. Hence, we cannot construct a canonical ensemble with such configurations, but we can identify these sets with grand canonical ensembles. We include in this section a brief discussion of their properties, in order to compare them with the non-static J = 0 black holes.
In Figure 8a , we show the entropy S versus the temperature T for the Ω H = 0 black holes. We choose Q = −2.72, L = 10 and λ = 5, so these solutions can, for instance, be compared with the ones in Figure 4a . In black, we show the RN-AdS black hole, with its two phases (stable with a solid line, and unstable with a dashed line). Note that, in Figure 2a , we can see that the first non-static Ω H = 0 black hole solution is always found in the n = 2 branch. In Figure 8a , we plot the non-extremal n = 2 black holes with a blue line. In orange and green, we show the n = 3 and n = 4 excited black holes as well. For these ensembles, we can study local thermodynamic stability using the specific heat, calculated by taking variations of the entropy with respect to the temperature for constant Q and Ω H [6] :
The branch structure is then very similar to the one we found for the J = 0 excited configurations: for the lower modes, the temperature reaches a maximum and eventually the branch merges with the static solutions at some point (for instance, in Figure 8a , the blue n = 2 curve has a maximum temperature a bit before merging with the black curve). The branches of higher excitations on the other hand reach the maximum temperature when they merge with the static solutions. This reveals that, for lower excitations, these ensembles can present a locally unstable branch, while, for higher excitations, they are locally stable. In particular, the numerical results suggest that the extremal Ω H = 0 solutions possess local thermodynamic stability independently of the value of the charges.
Note that the non-static Ω H = 0 extremal black holes do not share the same near-horizon geometry, as it happens in the non-static J = 0 extremal solutions. This is the reason why, at T = 0, each excited Ω H = 0 black hole possesses a different entropy, which increases towards the static value as the number n increases.
In Figure 8b , we show the total angular momentum J of these configurations versus the temperature. The maximum angular momentum is reached at T = 0, and it decreases as the temperature rises. Hence, we can see here that, as the temperature increases and black holes in the branches get closer to the static set, the solutions become continuously more and more similar to the static RN-AdS black hole.
Although the horizon angular velocity is zero, the configuration is storing angular momentum behind the horizon. This can be seen in Figure 9a , where we show the horizon angular momentum J H for the same parameters as before. Here, note that the maximum horizon angular momentum is not reached at T = 0, but at some non-extremal configuration, which differs depending on each excitation number. In particular, note that, for the n = 2 branch, the maximum |J H | is very close to the maximum temperature.
In Figure 9b , we show the magnetic moment µ as a function of the temperature. The magnetic moment behaves similarly to the total angular momentum. The maximum magnetic moment is reached at the T = 0 solutions, but decreases with the excitation number. 
Conclusions
In this paper, we have studied 5-dimensional charged and rotating black holes in Einstein-Maxwell-Chern-Simons theory with negative cosmological constant. We have considered the case in which the Chern-Simons coupling λ > 2, and both angular momenta are of equal magnitude. We have seen that, in this case, charged and rotating extremal black holes possess a complicated branch structure. These new branches are found in between the extremal RN-AdS black hole and the lowest excitation (n = 1) of a family of non-static J = 0 black holes. The branches contain an intricate structure of cusps, branching points and radially excited solutions. Each branch can be labeled with an integer number n, which is related to the number of nodes of the non-static J = 0 solutions inside the branch. The mass of each branch increases with the number n. The black holes in these branches present very unique features, like non-uniqueness with respect to the global charges, degeneracy of the horizon geometry, and isolation of the extremal RN-AdS solution from the rotating and charged ones. Concerning this last point, we have seen that the extremal RN-AdS solution cannot be reached by decreasing continuously the angular momentum of a rotating and charged extremal black hole, but, instead, it is approached asymptotically as the excitation number n is increased to infinity.
All of these features of the extremal black holes are qualitatively very similar to what was previously found in the asymptotically flat case, with these configurations being essentially an AdS generalization of the previously known black holes. The non-static J = 0 black holes can now be understood as different excitations of the same near-horizon geometry, which matches physically different solutions at the bulk, with different values of the charges like the mass and magnetic moment at the AdS 5 boundary.
We have also made a study of the thermal properties of the non-static J = 0 black holes. In particular, we have considered canonical ensembles of configurations with constant electric charge, J = 0, and different excitation number n. We have studied their thermodynamic stability and branch structure as a function of T, finding that the thermodynamic stability of each branch depends on the specific values of the electric charge and Chern-Simons coupling. While lower excitation numbers possess thermodynamically unstable black holes, for a large enough excitation number n, it is possible to obtain a branch of stable configurations. In addition, we have studied the set of non-static Ω H = 0 solutions, which present similar features to their J = 0 counterparts. Finally, we have seen that these families of excited black holes are not present for arbitrary large values of the temperature as in the static case, but instead they merge with a non-extremal static black hole for large enough values of T and S.
As an outlook, we would like to mention that the solutions we have discussed here may also be present in the more general case of non-equal angular momenta. In this case, the numerical analysis is more involved, since the configurations are described by partial differential equations. On the other hand, it has been recently shown that the CPL black hole can be generalized to include a non-trivial magnetization of the AdS boundary [17] . It should be possible to magnetize in a similar way the excited black holes that we have discussed here.
